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ABSTRACT
In this report our experiences are described in creating a database that contains an overview of
usability evaluation tools. We also depict the development of a step-by-step usability evaluation
plan : a standardized procedure that comprehends the minimal demands posed to a usability
evaluation.
These efforts were made in order to provide a clear vision on the appropriateness of usability
operationalisations for specific characteristics of an evaluation . Usability evaluation specialists
and non-specialists need to know what, when and how usability evaluation methods and -tools
can be involved in the design process. Since they are often dealing with limited resources,
evaluators will benefit from having access to a database with standardized usability evaluation
tools. In cases that these tools would not fit the needs and constraints of a particular situation or
domain, tailor-made usability evaluation procedures can be developed (i.e. step-by-step plans). A
major advantage of these customized procedures is that comparisons between applications from
the same application domain are possible, since all procedures are standardized and suitable for
every application of that domain. Although these step-by-step plans can be developed for many
domains, we outline our experiences with a step-by-step plan in the usability evaluation of two
CD player simulations.
From the development of the tools-database, it can be concluded that a sound comparison between
tools' properties and evaluators' requirements can be drawn more easily with the aid of this
database. However, when an evaluator is dealing with specific constraints (limited budgets,
deadlines, etc.), tools often remain a black box. Furthermore, most usability tools focus on
evaluating office software applications. Little attention is given on evaluations with regard to
consumer electronics, control rooms or other hardware applications.
Step-by-step plans are suited to detect differences in effectiveness and efficiency on a relative
basis. By means of preparing the evaluation, the evaluator is assessing an application beforehand
by doing a cognitive walkthrough with that application. Within the realm of consumer
electronics, it is suggested that effectiveness, efficiency and user satisfaction shuuld be measured.
Until today there is no user satisfaction questionnaire available, that is specifically developed for
the evaluation of consumer electronics. In order to develop such a questionnaire, an effort should
be made to create a representative set of task scenarios that are common for all applications of an
application domain . On the long run, if usability evaluations use identical scenarios and
procedures, we accumulate knowledge on the relative ease of use of products, which will perhaps
enable us to develop normative scales for application domains.
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INTRODUCTION

Usability can not be considered to be a unidimensional construct. Within the frame of product quality,
we have an understanding of what it means, but because of its abstractness and context-dependency this
understanding can not be referred to as a 'sound' definition. The concept 'usability' involves multiple
aspects, each aspect having its own context-dependent relevance: usability is an opinion, a judgement
based on the purpose for which usability is measured (De Ruyter, 1996).
In a report of the European Commission (1995) it is pointed out that usability is part of a total quality
perspective which relates quality of use (often used synonymously for usability) to other quality aspects
in the full economic context of product development, marketing and deployment. Customers in a
competitive situation choose those products which offer the best cost/benefit result to their tasks and
needs. In order to avoid costly market failures later, it is recognized that producers should estimate as
precisely as possible which advantages a new product offers to the user, and how the new application
surpasses previous and competitive products. If producers will not judge their products, customers
eventually will.
Having recognized the importance of usability for product development, one could consider the options
for conducting usability evaluations. Several usability evaluation methods are available, which test
different aspects of usability using different techniques. Therefore, knowledge about the range and
applicability of usability evaluation methods is a must when conducting usability evaluations. For
example, many methods are suitable only for specific phases of the product development process. In
other cases time constraints settle the matter of which method is to be applied. Many designers claim
they do not have enough time for usability evaluations. In fact, even when designers want to design for
usability, they find that the literature on design methods 1 is a muddle, making it difficult to figure out if
there are methods that are appropriate for their situations (Olson & Moran, 1996).
In this paper, we describe the efforts made to involve usability as an applicable concept in the design
process. In effort to set up order, step one is the definition of some confusing terminology. We consider
different opinions on what aspects are part of usability. As we will see, many opinions overlap but
contain different views on the construct. Next, we separate methods from techniques, and techniques
from tools. We describe some current problems when confronted with starting usability evaluations and
focus on desired objectives. The second part of this paper (chapter two) describes our experiences with
a database of tools, that was developed in order to provide a more clear vision on how usability can be
applied more easily into the design process. Finally (chapter three), we combine the information from
our database and literature findings in a usability procedure, that is especially developed for the needs
and constraints of a specific application domain. While in chapter two an overview on usability tools is
described, chapter three deals with a tailor-made usability evaluation procedure. We end this paper with
an experiment, in which this evaluation procedure was applied and evaluated.
1.1

SOME REFLECTIONS ON USABILITY

A basic premise for any definition of product usability is that an ·products are designed for the benefit
and use by humans and that the most effective method for designing these products is to consider the
user first and foremost. This approach has become known as "user-centered design". Bearing this in
mind, many attempts have been made to define usability. The general idea behind this was that it would
be irrational to measure usability without an agreement on its constitution.
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Olson and Moran give an overview of "user interface design methods." However, it is our believe these methods are
primarily meant for usability evaluation .

The International Standards Organization (ISO) recently developed a formal usability standard (ISO
DIS 9241-11, 1994). Within this definition, it is acknowledged that designing for usability without some
basic knowledge of specific target groups, task and environment would be senseless . ISO proposes the
following definition:

...effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction with which specified users achieve specified goals
particular environments.

in

Many others have tried to identify components that make up usability. Heaton (1992) refers to earlier
work by Shackel (1984) when pointing out that usability definitions should reflect four main
components:

• effectiveness: users should reach acceptable peiformance within a specified time from installation.
• learnability: acceptable peiformance should be achieved by a defined portion of the user
population, over a specified range of tasks and within a specified range of environments.
• flexibility: the product should be able to deal with a range of tasks beyond those first specified.
• attitude: acceptable peiformance should be achieved within acceptable human costs, in terms of
fatigue, stress, frustration, discomfort and satisfaction.
Eason (1984) has argued that the major indicati::m of usability is whether a product is used. As he
states, " ... to force a person to use [a product] and then measure speed and errors is to destroy the
phenomenon in the act of assessing it" (Eason (1984 ), page 140). Stanton and Barber (1992) added this
so-called utility as a fifth component of usability (apart from those suggested by Shackel):

• utility: the perceived usefulness of a application.
Three other factors are suggested by Stanton and Baber that "shape the concept of usability":

• task match: acceptable match between the f "ictions provided by the application and the needs
and requirements of the user.
• task characteristics: frequency with which a task can be peiformed and the degree to which the
task can be modified.
• user characteristics: knowledge, skills and motivation of the user population.
Dix et al. ( 1993) give a range of usability principles, covered by three main categories:

• learnability: the ease with which new users can begin effective interaction and achieve maximal
peiformance.
• flexibility: the multiplicity of ways the user and application exchange information.
• robustness: the level of support provided the user in determining successful achievement and
assessment of goals.
Leamability is at least partially affected by principles like predictability, synthesizability, familiarity,
generalizability, and consistency. Flexibility contains principles like customizability, substitutivity,
dialog initiative, multi-threading and task migratability. Robustness consists of principles like
observability, recoverability, responsiveness and task conformance. Furthermore, a definition is
provided by Dix et al. for each of these principles and even related principles are given, each with a
definition of its own.
Although usability definitions are a good means of providing a global impression, defining a concept by
adding lots of principles -each requiring its own definition- does not make the usability concept more
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usable. Galer et al. (1996) relate the definition of usability to the interpretation, occasionally given by
some people, of 'intelligence': "Intelligence is what is measured by intelligence tests. It would be beyond
the scope of this paper to see if a uniform definition can be abstracted from literature findings.
However, without falling in philosophical discussions, essential to any approach to usability is that the
usability concept must be defined so that it is testable (Heaton, 1992). Since we can not define a concept
whose definition depends on contextual factors, instead a fruitful step would be to consider the options
available to measure usability. After all, when we have an overview of usability approaches, we can
pick the one most suitable for our purposes (i.e. related to specified users, specified goals and particular
environments) .
1.2

METHODS, TECHNIQUES, TOOLS, METRICS

In recent years, more and more usability evaluation methods have been introduced in the HCI field. An
outline of evaluation approach-levels could be given in the following way (based on De Ruyter, 1996a):
[a]
methods: a method is a defined way of achieving a given goal without prescribing the concrete
steps to carry out. A method states what should be done, but not how it should be done.
[b]
techniques: a technique defines every concrete action to execute. The results depends on the
purpose of using the technique. In one method several techniques can be embedded. Also, one technique
can be used by several methods.
[c]
tools: a tool is an instrument that supports the application of one or more methods and
techniques. The tool can have any form as long as it facilitates the implementation of a given method or
technique.
[d]
measures: usability metrics are needed to obtain a quantitative indication of (aspects of)
usability. Tools can (but do not always) make use of several measures to assess usability. Examples are
total task time, number of errors, and number of actions.
For example, a common method in the HCI field is the use of questionnaires. Questionnaires can make
use of techniques like open-ended or multiple choice questions, Likert- or semantic differential scales,
etc. A tool that makes use of this method is QUIS (Chin et al., 1988). QUIS measures the amount of
satisfaction by gathering quantitative data from semantic differential scales.
The value of an outline becomes clear if one considers the amount of inconsistently labeled methods,
techniques and tools. As Olson and Moran (1996) point out, designers need some help sorting through
the methods in order to choose those applicable to the evaluation situation at hand. In recent literature, a
good start is being made: one can observe a tendency of books and articles being published that discuss
usability when dealing with time-, financial-, or expertise-constraints (see for example Jordan et al.
(1996), Bias & Mayhew (1994), Nielsen (1994)).
1.3

CURRENT FOCUS

From the above the conclusion can be drawn that progress is made in specifying the right method for the
right purposes. This paper will discuss another step in this direction. All too often, many resources are
put in the finding and ranking of methods and tools. This prevents usability engineers from effectively
putting resources into efficient and effective execution of usability evaluations. An attendant risk is that,
because of the muddle, evaluators will use only a limited amount of methods in their usability
evaluations while there could be more appropriate methods available.
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Even more important than the growth of methods, are the limited resources that evaluators are dealing
with: the pressure to lower lead time (time for product to go through all developmental stages of the
design process) is high, budgets are low and there is often a shortage of manpower. In order to
maximize the effectiveness and efficiency of usability evaluations, the first aim at this moment is to
gather knowledge on (Van Gelderen et al., to appear in: IEEE software):
• range of methods
• method characteristics
• context characteristics
Next, this knowledge should be transferred to target groups (HCI field) so that they are:
• more knowledgeable about evaluation methods
• more informed about choosing methods
• more efficient in method application
• eliciting data that are effective for the purpose of the evaluation
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2.1

AN OVERVIEW OF USABILITY EVALUATION APPROACHES

RANGE OF METHODS

It should be noted that it's not so hard to make a list of usability methods. In Human-Computer
Interaction textbooks, usually one or more chapters involve a listing and an explanation of evaluation
methods. However, to distinguish one method from another is another thing. What is it that makes one
method more suitable for the purpose at hand than another? What parameters should be used to describe
a method's qualities and constraints?
2.2

METHOD TAXONOMIES

In order to provide insight in the domain of evaluation techniques, some divisions are proposed in recent
literature. A commonly used one is the distinction between predictive and experimental evaluation
techniques (for example Coutaz, 1995). Predictive methods are model based, and are applicable at early
stages of the developmental process. They do not require end-users for testing the system, while
experimental ter,hniques do involve end-users' participation. Therefore at least a simulation of the
product should be available.
Another division can be made between formative and summative methods. Summative evaluation
checks a system for conformity with a certain standard while formative evaluation supplies specific
information concerning the weaknesses of the system in one or more dimensions of the dimension under
study (DeRuyter, l 996a).
Olson & Moran ( 1996) propose yet other parameters for usability evaluation methods:
• type of method - analytical, empirical, or constructive;
• benefits of method - what system aspects is the method particularly suited to reveal (tasks,
leamability, pe:formance, acceptance, etc.);
• effort of method appliance - number of days needed for the preparation and execution;
• training needed for method appliance - number of months (!) needed before one is able to handle
the method well.
Although these distinctions add much value to the understanding of method properties, more work is
needed on a detailed cost-benefit overview. Usability evaluators should be able to elicit those methods
that satisfy their evaluation context requirements. We could use the divisions, described above, among
with other parameters to describe a method's properties, thereby facilitating and probably enhancing an
evaluator's decision to use a method that is suitable for the evaluation.
2.3

SEE: SUPPORT FOR ERGONOMIC EVALUATION

Coutaz (1995) suggests the development of a software tool (e.g., an expert-like system) that would
suggest one or more evaluation methods, once the evaluator has specified usability testing requirements
and constraints. In order to accomplish this exact goal, Philips Corporate Design (PCD) and the
Institute for Perception Research (IPO) jointly developed a state-of the art database, in which an
overview of methods for usability evaluations is given. Having access to this database, usability
engineers within Philips can obtain information that is customized in ways that are meaningful to them.
In other words, the input for this tool should be discussed in terminology that fits specific properties of
Philips' product design process: the database should specify identical design phases, deliverables needed
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for the evaluations and characteristics of persons evaluating a product. Data, acquired from the
database, should be directly applicable into the design process.
The tool for presenting this overview of methods is called Support for Ergonomic Evaluation (SEE). It
forms an accessible database in which methods are summarized and proposals for to-be-used methods
are given. Furthermore, SEE points out factors (parameters) that distinguish methods from one another.
By making these factors visible, evaluators become more aware of the importance of these factors in
their final choice for a method. In order to get advice from SEE about which method should be
appropriate for a certain evaluation, the user has to identify a number of these pre-stated factors. SEE
will then analyze these factors and will, taken them in account, show a list of methods ranked from best
suited to least suited for the evaluation at hand. For more information on SEE we refer to (van Gelderen
et al. , to appear in: IEEE Software).
2.3.3 Evaluating the approach of SEE
A first evaluation was done with potential users of SEE (human factors specialists at PCD, see van
Gelderen, 1995). The main conclusion was that the information on the methods was the most valuable
part of SEE. However, it should be short, to the point, and aid the use of a technique (how to do it,
besides what can be done). Especially this last request was not the case yet. Another aspect was the idea
to use SEE as an intelligent calculator to calculate effort needed for doing a particular project. Given the
value of one factor (for example: "I have two days for the execution of this evaluation"), a clustermg of
methods should remain within the scope of possibilities. The evaluator can then add another factor and
raise or lower it's value to see which method would be best suited for the situation at hand.

It should be noted here that little information seems available on values for common method factors like
"expertise needed'', "evaluation time", "budget", etc. This seems logical, since we mentioned earlier that
methods can make use of several techniques, thus having no standard factor values! Therefore we are in
the situation that the creation of an intelligent calculator would involve scientific guesses. There have
been some comparisons between methods (Jeffries et al. , 1991; Savage, 1996); however, the factor
values are often discussed in words. 2 We don't want to know that a certain method brings :ilong
relatively high costs. We want to know how much these costs will be!
Another problem is the interference between factors: a raise in (for example) the amount of test
subjects will likely have an effect on the costs of a project. We should thus consider lots of possible
combinations (keep in mind that SEE works with about 30 factors!) 3 .
2.4

A DATABASE OF USABILITY TOOLS

Above it was mentioned that our target group wants the information in the database to be short, to the
point and most of all : aiding the use of a technique. SEE informs evaluators on what can be done, and
not on how things can be done. This makes SEE a theoretical framework, that provides an overview of
each method's background and specific properties. Since our target group gave an important indication
that they wanted to know how to proceed, in the current project we chose to give a closer in-depth look
at tools available for usability evaluations.
Since tools often prescribe standardized procedures, aiming at the guidance of evaluators in a step-by
step way, we expected a database of tools to add significant value to choices made by human factors
specialists about what procedure to follow when conducting usability evaluations. Another benefit of
standardized procedures is that we can come up with solid information when it comes to giving values to

2

For example, when dealing with the factor "training time", one reference can speak of "little time needed" whereas
another reference speaks of "two days". It should be clear that these factor values can never be compared.
3

In most cases we do not know what the relationship between the factors will be .
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tool factors (parameters). After all, whereas a method embeds several possible techniques, a tool uses
identical procedures in different contexts. Therefore we should identify the costs, training time,
reliability, etc. of a tool.
It must be pointed out that the development of SEE is still in progress. Both a method- and a tool
database are likely to be useful. However, they both have different goals. SEE offers background
information on several approaches to usability, while the database of tools offers step by step
procedures that can be directly applied in a usability evaluation. When considering whether to make
usability part of the design process, people not trained for evaluating usability can obtain information
from SEE about all sorts of approaches to usability. SEE for example contains references to articles
that discuss methods in further detail. Usability specialists are probably aware of several methods that
can be applied in the evaluation process. However, the awareness that there are tools facilitating the
implementation of a method will hopefully prevent usability experts from re-inventing the wheel (by
developing costly usability instruments while suitable alternatives are available). A database of tools
should provide this kind of awareness. When the situation occurs that usability specialists feel the need
for some theoretical background, SEE can always be counseled. In many cases however, the procedure
in an applied setting will be: "pick the tool and conduct the evaluation."
We wanted our new database to contain both tools for specialists as well as for non-specialists
(although non-specialists might want to check out SEE first, to get some theoretical information c:i
usability methods). A desired, though idealistic aim was to provide a database which would contain
solutions for all requirements and constraints that could be posed on an evaluation. Obviously this is not
the case yet. By identifying as much possible requirements and constraints, however, we can get a clear
view on future work to be done: what sort of tools should be developed to fill up the empty spots?

2.4.1 Specifying tools
Effort was made to assemble a list of factors that would differentiate one tool from another. These
criteria should reflect a tool' s properties, which can then be compared to requirements and constraints
on the side of the evaluator (see fig 2.1). A major part of the factors was based on the listed factors of a
European usability study (European Commission, 1995). They were re-clustered into five categories. In
fi gure 2.2 a listing of all factors can be found.
Tool

comparison

properties

f----- -- ---- ----- -- ------------~

evaluator

f igure 2. 1 Comparing tool properties and evaluator requirements/constraints for correspondence
tool definition
• tool name
• acronym
• cluster
• source
• references
• short description

•

measurement
focus

data

validity

human resources

context

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

investigator
training time

•

phase in design
process

•

status of product

•

experience of
investigators

•

NR. of
participants

•

experience of
participants

type of data

•

type of
evaluation

•

type of
measurement

•

•

focus on ...
data source

•

•
•

construct v .
ecological v .
content v .
internal v .
congruent v .

investigation time
participant time
NR . of
investigators

•
•
•

•

location of
evaluation
facilities needed
application
domain
support

figure 2.2 Clustering offa ctors in fi ve categories
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2.4.2 Materials used
Articles on specific usability tools were found in recent literature, congress papers, the Internet and
usability newsgroup mailings. Twenty-one tools were included in our database. All relevant data were
coded in matrix format (Microsoft Access) so that possible calculator functions could be built upon the
database in the near future. An overview of the tools included in the database can be viewed in figure
2.3. For the database contents we refer the reader to appendix A.
acronym

tool name

MCH
SWORD
SWAT
NASA TLX
NASA RTLX
DRUM

Modified Cooper Scale
Subjective WORkload Dominance technique
Subjective Workload Assessment Technique
NASA Task Load Index
NASA Raw Task Load Index
Diagnostic Recorder for Usability Measurement
CREWCUT
ASQ
After Scenario Questionnaire
Computer-based System Usability Questionnaire
CSUQ
PSSUQ
Post-Study System Usability Questionnaire
Software Checker
Ravden & Johnson Checklist
Evadis II
Ergonomie-Priifer
Screen Analyser
Software Usability Measurement Inventory
SUMI
SMEQ
Subjective Mental Effort Questionnaire
QUIS
Questionnaire for User Interface Satisfaction
Iso Metrics
lsoMetrics Usability Inventory
Computer User Satisfaction Inventory
CUSI
System Usability Scale
SUS
Figure 2.3 All tools that were described in the database (see appendix A for a more in-depth overview)

2.4.3 Some observations
A few observations can not be withheld with regard to the gath ..... ing of tool-relevant data:

Tool descnptions in literature
Most articles and tool-overviews describe what aspects of usability the tool tries to measure. However,
less, if not no attention at all is given to constraints (limited resources) that evaluators might be dealing
with. For example, little information was found on topics like costs of tools, effort to master certain
techniques, or time that must be spent on the evaluation when using the tool. Virtually nothing was
published on a tool's reliability or validity values. Because of this drawback, it is likely that certain
evaluators will never make use of a tool that might apply to their evaluation very well.

Lack

efstandardi.zed terminology

All data in our database should be comparable with one another in order to select the most suitable tool
for the evaluation at hand. In order to compare, we needed to give descriptions and use terminology that
are standardized. Unfortunately, sometimes it is difficult to transform data, found in our resources, into
meaningful and comparable information for. our database. Once again, we come to the point where
semantics discussions can be held: what is called "questionnaire" by one reference, is called "user
ratings" by another. And what does somebody mean when saying a tool needs little time to be mastered?
In classifying our information, we tried to remain as objective as possible (thereby still remaining
subjective, inevitably). Often semantics interpretations could be supported by looking at the tool itself
instead of reference material. Where uncertainty remained, cells in matrices had to be left open.
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Application domain
It is striking that most usability tools focus on evaluating software applications. Little attention is given
on evaluations with regard to control rooms, consumer electronics, or other spatial applications. Since
so many tools focus on the same application domain, this will probably leave a gap between offer and
demand.

Implemented techniques
When looking at the techniques that tools make use of, it can be seen that the main part makes use of
either checklists or user ratings. Some (though few) use performance capturing techniques. We have
not been able to trace tools that enhance the use of (for example) interview- or cognitive walkthrough
techniques. Systematic approaches of these techniques (by means of to-be-developed tools) would lower
the amount of incorrect usage, and would broaden the perspective for non-experienced evaluators.
2.4.4 Discussion
Although our database contains valuable information in a standardized format, quite a lot of cells had to
be left open. This is especially the case with parameters involving "time", "costs" and "human
resources". Unfortunately these are the kind of factors that count for usability evaluations in industry!
With the aid of this database, a sound comparison between tools' properties and evaluators'
requirements can be drawn more easily. However, when an evaluator is dealing with specific
constraints (limited budgets, deadlines, etc.), tools often remain a clack box.
Of course any information about to-be-spent resources will depend largely of the complexity of
the application being evaluated. Also the infrastructure at place will count. Empirical knowledge should
teach us (for each tool) the relationship between resources on the one hand, and
complexity/infrastructure of an application domain on the other. Invariable costs however should be
obtainable for each tool.
It is clear that this database will inform users in a more structured way, when an interface is
built on top of it. Such an interface would pose questions to the user which otherwise would not have
come to mind, and might provide structure in the way tools are chosen for usability evaluations. An
example of such an interface is shown in figure 2.4.

We think this database of tools lets non-specialist evaluators as weil as specialists be more efficient in
the preparation and execution of usability evaluations. Not only are users guided by tools in eliciting
data in a structured, step-by-step way, but this database offers an overview of tools, assembled to pick
the one suitable for their purposes. If these non-specific tools fit in specific situations, then time, costs
and human resources are saved, since no expensive test-procedures need to be developed. In other cases,
new specified evaluation plans will have to be developed in order to apply usability methods and
techniques in a valid way. It is this topic that we will now turn to.

9

figure 2.4 An example of a typical interface that can be built upon the tools-database
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3.1

STEP-BY-STEP PLAN: A COMPARATIVE USABILITY
EVALUATION PROCEDURE

INTRODUCTION

Although usability evaluation is an important part of a design process, lacking skills may deter some
organizations from performing usability evaluations. These organizations would benefit by having an
evaluation plan available to them that was already designed for their needs (Grissom & Perlman, 1995).
Partly, evaluators can benefit from existing standardized tools (see chapter 2). However, since these
tools were developed without specified knowledge on requirements and constraints of the user, the tool
might not fit the application domain perfectly. For example, we already mentioned that our database of
tools included no tools that are specifically focused on consumer electronics. Because of the absence of
tools focusing on this application domain, often tools are applied that were intended for the usability
evaluation of professional software/office applications.
The importance of a step-by-step methodology might become even clearer when looking at the
generalized use of user-satisfaction questionnaires. All too often products are labeled usable on the
basis of user-satisfaction questionnaire results only (De Ruyter, 1996b). Since an enjoyable product can
still be ineffective (as in "not achieving the intended goals of use of the product"), other measures
should be used in a complementary fashion to give a more accurate overall conclusion on usability.
In this chapter the development of a possible standardized evaluation procedure for Philips Sound and
Vision (more specific, business group Audio) is discussed. Philips, being a multinational consumer
electronics company, needs to conduct usability studies of its products with users in a variety of
countries, settings, etc. One of the problems at the moment is that for individual projects the testing
procedures, analysis of results and reports are often different. This makes it impossible to compare the
results of tests done on identical application domains (Van Vian en et al., 1996).
3.1.1

OBJECTIVES

The goal of this project is to develop a standardized usability evaluation approach for specific
application domains (in our case "audio systems"). Since we have access to information about the
evaluation context, we should be able to offer a tailored procedure that fits the requirements of
evaluators. The procedure should be general enough to compare a variety of audio systems that share
certain capabilities, but should also be tailored to the specific situation in which our target group
operates. A reusable approach to usability evaluation should reduce the cost of evaluations because
organizations are able to take advantage of previously designed plans. Foremost, the outcome of several
usability evaluations on identical applications should be comparable, in order to fulfil benchmarking
needs as well as to make the comparison itself valid.
If usability evaluations in a specified domain follow a standardized procedure, we accumulate
information on that domain that is structured and comparable. Another benefit of standardization is that
in long terms we can define norms against which quantification of usability can be tested (i.e., a
normative scale). Related to this issue is the question, whether to make a product better or good. The
first strategy implies that the better product should be easier to learn, give more feelings of satisfaction
or be more efficient in learning its purpose. How much this all should be depends on comparable
products. A completely other strategy is the making of good products. These products should live up to
some very specific measures of usability. Whereas making better products requires relative evaluation,
making good products requires absolute evaluation (De Ruyter, 1996b).
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First we must get disciplined in the use of standardized usability evaluations. This way we can
compare concurrent products from the same application domain (in our example: "audio-domain") on a
relative basis. Eventually, in the long run, we might be able to identify the "goodness" of a product by
comparing single evaluation results with normative data.
Our initial goal is thus to describe the procedure in which a given product is compared with a
concurrent one and can therefore be labeled to be the better (worse) product. This comparison is called
"benchmarking" . In the next sections we describe the development of such a step-by-step plan. First
the methodological background on which this plan is based, is discussed. Next we give an example of a
usability evaluation in which we used the step-by-step plan.
3.2

DESIRED DATA ACQUISITION

When dealing with benchmarking evaluations, it can be supposed that there is at least a rough sketch of
a product. This can be a simulation or a prototype of (a part of) the final product, or the artifact itself.
4
Therefore evaluations can be conducted with real users testing the application. As Nielsen (1993)
points out, user testing with real users is the most fundamental usability principle and is in some sense
irreplaceable, since it provides direct information about how people use systems and what their exact
problems are with the concrete interface being tested. When evaluating with the help of real users, we
can not only identify usability problems (for which methods, techniques and tools are available early in
the design process\ but we can also gather performance data! This is of vital importance since the most
common purpose for consumer electronics is to be able to perform a given task. Other measures such as
getting a feeling of satisfaction when using or even owning a product, are only relevant if the product's
goal of use is achieved. For example, it can not be our goal to develop a VCR which is uncontrollable
though bought because of its' beautiful appearance.
Being able to perform given tasks of a product relates to effectiveness, as mentioned in the ISO 9241- I l
definition of usability (see chapter one). Once we know a product's purpose can be achieved
(effectiveness), we want to verify how the user managed to do so: can the user achieve a product's goal
of use with a minimum waste of effort (efficiency6)? And next: are goals achieved in ways that are
satisfying to the user? Conclusively, effectiveness will be a basic criterion for our usability evaluation
procedure, while efficiency and user satisfaction are seen as characteristics of usability. The data,
obtained for concurrent products and using a standardized evaluation procedure, will be comparable on
a relative basis (benchmarking). With disciplined use of identical guidelines, we might once have
normative data available, so that we can truly state a product is "good."
3.3

METHODOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

The methodological issues of usability evaluations relate to the procedure of gathering and interpreting
data. We will first discuss the analysis of a product's features and the development of task scenarios
that cover these features . Next we look at the operationalization of usability measures as described in
section 3.2. An overview is given of test materials that are used in the step-by-step plan. After giving
attention to the selection of and co-operation with users, we describe the procedure to be followed
during the test. Finally the interpretation of results is discussed.

4

With "real users" we mean the target group that will be using the system after distribution on the market.

5

See chapter 2 and appendix A.

6

Bevan & Macleod ( 1994) define efficiency as "the resources such as time, money and mental effort that have to be
expended to achieve the intended goals."
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3.3.1 Developing task scenarios
In human factors evaluation, scenarios refer to step-by step specifications of the task(s) that users will
be asked to carry out in an evaluation of the system. A basic rule for the construction of task scenarios,
is that they should be as representative as possible for the product features under evaluation. Although
all of these features should be included in the task scenarios, we must make sure that the total test time
of the evaluation will not be longer than an hour, since real users are being tested.
Benchmark tasks should represent an integrated series of realistic actions. A representative
sequence of integrated tasks will give a standardized evaluation plan its ecological validity (Grissom &
Perlman, 1995). Scenarios that integrate several core tasks will match the complexity that users will
typically encounter when interacting with the product.
Perlman ( 1996) points out that tasks, next to being representative, realistic, and covering all
. features, should be provided with detailed instruction sheets. Users should know what to do during the
evaluation. They should however be informed on a conceptual level, not on a procedural level. Also,
user tasks should have clear endings. Users as well as observers must know when a purpose has been
reached. Specification of these goals is very important for the validity of the test.
Chignell ( 1995) suggests the use of words from the task domain rather than user interface
terminology. For example, "locate the play-button" rather than "find the symbol on the screen."

Handling well defined structures and formal notations should allow the use of scenarios in
evaluation phases of the design process. A scenario task can consist of multiple basic actions at keystroke level. The tasks should specify precisely what result the user is being asked to produce, since the
process of achieving a product's goal is considerably different from just playing around (Nielsen, 1993).
A basic task that a user can execute when interacting with the system, can be described as below (based
on Scapin, 1988):

• Goal: for each task, the goal that a user wants to achieve by executing the task must be indicated.
This goal must be the most relevant subset of the postconditions and should help the understanding
of the task.
• Preconditions: a list of objects and their specific values, needed for the execution of the task, are
listed in this part of the task description. If a precondition is not satisfied, the execution of another
task that has the given precondition as postcondition should be started.
• Body: All actions at keystroke-level that are needed in order to satisfy the goal of the task, are
described here.
• Postconditions: Only postconditions that are explicitly a result of the execution of the given task,
are to be listed in this part of the task description .
This detailed notation of tasks will also help the evaluator check if the scenarios can be executed
whatsoever. Possible shortcomings in simulations or prototypes can be resolved. This way a cognitive
walkthrough is included in the step-by-step evaluation plan, apart from the user test.
Since we want to compare products, all scenario tasks should be applicable for both products. As stated
by Lewis (1991), statistics cannot be used to demonstrate that one product is more usable than another
if their designs are based on different usability trade-offs. Products which are to be compared should be
studied under similar conditions, using similar participants, performing the same scenarios while
observers record the same dependent variables.
Another step embedded in the step-by-step plan, that secures an extra investigation in the features under
evaluation, can be the required listing of alternative actions that could be executed while performing a
task. This not only gives an insight into the robustness (see paragraph 1.1) of the product (or its
prototype/simulation), but also helps evaluators to process observational data quicker, and enhances the
interpretation of the rationale for a user's alternative action. Alternative actions can be classified
following a technique described in an extensive article by Kirwan (1992). In this article twelve
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techniques of human error identification are reviewed, among which the Technique for Human Error
Rate Prediction (THERP). As Kirwan points out, this technique is rudimentary, but nevertheless can
identify a high proportion of the potential human errors which can occur. Our approach, based on
THERP, is to consider the following external (i.e., behavioral) error modes for each task under
evaluation:

• error of omission - act omitted (not carried out)
• error of commission - act carried out inadequately, -in wrong sequence, -too early/late, too
little/much
• extraneous error - wrong (unrequired) act performed
The principle advantage of these error modes is that they are straightforward and simple to use. Their
elucidation of how and why errors occur is obviously limited. However evaluators can be made aware
of alternative actions users could perform with a product that would otherwise remain unforeseen.
Altogether this forms another step in the cognitive walkthrough (mentioned above) that is implicitly
included in the usability evaluation procedure.
3.3.2

Usability measures
As stated in paragraph 2.3, our main goal when evaluating audio consumer electronics, is to see whether
users can achieve the product's purpose of use. This was called "effectiven~ss." Besides acquiring data
on effectiveness, performance data are desired that deal with "efficiency": Can users achieve a product's
goal(s) with a minimum waste of effort? Since we want users to find the overall system acceptable7 , we
also want an indication of "satisfaction."
As Grissom & Perlman ( 1995) point out, many evaluation plans collect either performance data
or subjective ratings but not both. Useful information about system usability can be obtained from both
types of measures at small incremental cost. Since satisfaction must be measured subjectively, it would
be interesting to compare performance and subjective ratings data to view their association.
In the next section, an insight is given into the operationalization of effectiveness, efficiency and
satisfaction.

Effectiveness
Measuring effectiveness is obtaining dichotomous data: users do or do not achieve the goal of a task (in
section 3.3.1 the importance of setting clear task goals was outlined). By cumulating these data, an
effectiveness score can be computed in the following way:

I[aij]
effectiveness j = _;;""""'1- n
n
= number of users in evaluation
CJ;j

=success of task

j

for subject; (O=failed, (=success)

figure 3.1 Task effectiveness score

• For each test user, we must report whether a task goal is reached or not.
• Next we compute the according effectiveness score by summing all users that obtained the task goal,
divided by the total number of tested users.
• For ·each application (in case of "benchmarking"), sum effectiveness-scores of those tasks that both
applications have in common, and divide the result by the number of these common tasks.

7

... thi s
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being the definition of "satisfaction" according to Bevan & Macleod ( 1994).

k

L [effectiveness j]
effectiveness101 =

j=I

k

k
= total number of tasks
figure 3.2 Total effectiveness score

Efficiency
Efficiency, being defined as "obtaining goals with a minimum waste of effort", can be quantified in
numerous ways. Nielsen (l 993) gives an overview of typical efficiency measures like:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The time users take to complete a task
Number of tasks that can be completed within a certain time limit
The ratio between successful interactions and errors
The number of user errors
The amount of "dead" time when the user is not interacting with the system
The number of commands or other features that were utilized by the user

Obviously, in order to pick a suitable quantification measure for the usability evaluation, attention
should be given to the context of the evaluation. In our exemplary step-by-step plan, we focus on audio
consumer electronics. Although a frequently used measure is time, it is our belief that time-aspects are
of less importance for our application domain. Whether someone takes 20 or 25 seconds time to
program a CD-player, will not weigh heavy as an indicator for the system's usability.
Another option for the operationalization is to measure the number of actions: When developing the
task scenarios, the step-by-step plan recommends the fragmentation of tasks in basic actions. Evaluators
should indicate pre- and post-conditions of the task, and should define all actions that must be executed
at keystroke level within a task.. The assembly of keystroke-level actions to fulfill the goal of a task,
make up a task's minimal path. This is the minimal number of actions that is needed to reach the goal
of a task.
Now every action that deviates from the minimal path, can be seen as inefficient action.
Efficiency is then the ratio of a task's minimal path, divided by all actions a user executes within that
task. The choice for number of actions as measure for a usability characteristic (e.g., efficiency) can be
explained from the fact that more actions can lead to more possibilities of making mistakes. When
dealing with consumer electronics, this is probably more valuable for usability than time metrics. 8
Conclusively, efficiency is measured in the following way:
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efficiency j =
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=minimal path of actions for task
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=number of actions of subject i for task
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=success of task
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j
j

for subject i (O=failed, !=success)

figure 3.3 Task efficiency score

K In paragraph 3.4 an example of an evaluation using a step-by-step plan is discussed. In this experiment both number of
actions and time were measured. We will look at both metrics again in this section of the paper (Using usability measures,
page 21) .
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• For each task, compute the efficiency score by reporting the minimum number of actions requested
to achieve a task goal, divided by the number of actions a users executed on average to achieve the
task goal.
• For each application, sum efficiency scores of those tasks that both applications have in common,
and divide the result by the number of these common tasks.
• Compare the resulting efficiency-scores.
k

L [efficiency

efficiencyw,

j ]

= _j_=i_ _k____

k
= total number of tasks
figure 3.4 Total efficiency score
Results will only give relative indications of efficiency. In case of stand-alone evaluations, no
conclusions can be drawn from the computed output.

S ati!faction
Because of the luxury-status and p~rsonal, private use of consumer electronics, satisfaction is an
important characteristic for the usability of our application domain. People should obviously find the
system with which they interact acceptable, and get a positive feeling about the product. As can be seen
in appendix A (contents of tool-database), a number of tools are available that intend to measure user
satisfaction. Since satisfaction can not be easily measured in an objective way 9, user satisfaction is
measured by asking a user's opinion on a number of statements.
Subjective satisfaction questionnaires typically use Likert scales, for which the users are asked
to rate their degree of agreement with the statement. Another option is the use of semantic differential
scales, which list two opposite terms along some dimension (for example, very hard to learn versus very
easy to learn) and asks the user to place the system on the most appropriate rating along the dimension
(Nielsen, 1993).
Although a more in-depth look should be given to the use of satisfaction questionnaires for consumer
electronics (earlier we mentioned the fact that most satisfaction questionnaires are developed with
software evaluations in mind), it is important that we choose a questionnaire that has been proven to
provide valid and reliable data. Therefore we recommend the use of QUIS (Chin et al., 1988) for the
measurement of user satisfaction until a sound questionnaire is developed for the evaluation of
consumer electronics. QUIS offers extensive validation results and measures satisfaction on multiple
dimensions.
QUIS involves 27 questions with rating scales from 0 till 9. Semantic differentials are put on either side
of the scale. QUIS measures user satisfaction on the following dimensions:
• Overall reactions to the software
• Screen
• Terminology and system information
• Learning
• System capabilities

9

Some may argue this by acknowledging the use of physiological measurement tools.
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It should be clear that QUIS is not tailor-made for our evaluation purposes. If we choose to adjust
certain questions or terminology, we should keep in mind that we can only compare our evaluation
results with results which were based on identical adjustments.
3.3.3 Test materials
As Grissom and Perlman ( 1995) point out, standardized evaluation plans should be portable and simple
enough that evaluators can conduct evaluations without special equipment or experience. Instructions,
for example, should be printed on paper instead of shown on computer displays.
In order to have some information on our test users, a background questionnaire must be
available with questions about user characteristics. Only relevant aspects should be included: why ask
the user for his/her age if you have no hypothesis that relates age to the outcome of the usability
evaluation?
Next, a test consent form must be available, in which the user is asked to keep information
confidential, or to stress the procedure and its' accompanying do's and don'ts. An example of a
usability test consent form, based on (Perlman, 1996), can be found in appendix B.
The instruction sheet that users work with during the evaluation, should be detailed and clear.
Users should know what to do, instead of wandering around or asking questions which answers should
have been included in the instructions themselves. Clear endings for each task are necessary so that
users as well as evaluators know when a task's goal has been reached.
3.3.4 Participants
The main rule regarding test users is that they should be as representative as possible of the intended
users of the system (Nielsen, 1993 ). Other guidelines on the selection of users are:
• All users should have the same level of experience within an evaluation. Without a screening on
experience we could risk introducing experience as an uncontrollable influence on the usability
evaluation outcome.
• In a benchmarking situation, users should be matched between evaluations. Comparing the usability
evaluations outcome between two prod::cts implies that the users for both evaluations should be
comparable.
• In addition to this point, we can mention two basic ways of employing test users: between-subject
testing and within-subject testing. As Nielsen (1993) points out, between-subject testing is in some
sense most valid because it involves using different test users for different products. Thus, each test
user only participates in a single test session. The problem with this experimental design, however, is
the huge individual variation in user skills. Therefore, it should be necessary to test a large number
of users in order to smooth over random differences between test users in each of the groups.
A within-subject design automatically controls for individual variability, but it does have the
disadvantage that the test users can not be considered as novice users anymore, when they approach
the other product after having learned how to use the first product. In order to control for this effect,
one should balance and counter-balance users in the experimental design.
• Either a stratified or an a-select sample should be chosen. If we have no specific hypothesis
concerning the influence of user characteristics on the usability evaluation outcome, we should use
an a-select sample. This implies assigning users ad random to the evaluation design. If, on the other
hand, we do have a hypothesis concerning influences of user characteristics on the evaluation
outcome, but we do not want to test this hypothesis, we use a stratified sample. For example, it could
be that some products are designed for experts and that we aspect that expertise will influence the
evaluation outcome. In that case we should use a sample consisting of experts only.
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• Although the number of users is a continuing topic of discussion in literature, Grissom and Perlman
( 1995) recommend the use of at least four participants. More participants can be used if time and
resources are available. When speaking in terms of cost-benefit, Chignell (1995) points out that the
number of problems found versus the number of users tested is Poisson-distributed. As mentioned in
the above, when conducting an evaluation with as little as four participants, we should use a withinsubjects experimental design, which is controlled for possible learning effects.
3.3.5

Procedural aspects during the test

ethical aspects
A number of ethical aspects are being covered by the test consent form.(see appendix B). Topics
included are:
• a small description of the instance that is conducting the evaluation
• a description of the test procedure
• a description of the risks involved in the test
• information on how questions will be treated during the test
• some information on the confidentiality of the test
• a non-disclosure message
It is very important that users feel at ease when performing the test tasks. Therefore special care should
be taken to make the user aware of the fact that the product is being tested, not the user.
Any recording or monitoring actions should be explained to the user. Disruptions during the test
should be avoided. It should never be indicated that a user is making mistakes, or performs too slow.
After the test, a short interview can be held with the test user, not just to gather more data, but
also to make clear that the users is helping us find areas of improvement (Nielsen, 1993).
An extensive discussion on ethics can be found in the standards for educational and psychological
testing described by the American Psychological Association (1974).

Working with users
There are a number of guidelines that help evaluators gain information and prevent evaluators from
biasing the user's behavior during the actual test. Some of these are (based on Perlman, 1996):
• Don't guide the user. If we want to make conclusions based on user's actions and reactions, we
should not influence the assessment process with guidance.
• Let the use make mistakes. After all, we want to find out what errors users make when using a
product.
• Don't answer questions. Answering questions during the session itself could bias the user's
behavior.
• A void any bias when asking questions. After the test, users still have to fill in the satisfaction
questionnaire. Short intervening questions like: "why do you like the product?" suggest that the user
likes the product. However, this is what we want to find out!

Tasks ef evaluators during test session
Since we want to find out how many actions are executed with a product before a task goal is reached
(see paragraph 3.3.2), this will demand full attention of an evaluator. Therefore it is recommended in the
step-by-step plan to use two evaluators for the administration of the test. One evaluator will list the
number of user actions, while the other evaluator runs the session, including the welcoming of
participants, recording of observations, and the answering and asking of questions.
The evaluator that runs the session should give a close look to a list of possible alternative
actions that was made in the stage of developing test scenarios (see paragraph 3.3.1). This way the
evaluator is prepared for possible alternative actions and can interpret them more easily.
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Potential influences that might have had an effect on a user's performance should be described, as well
as the environmental conditions in which the evaluation took place (for example: lightning conditions,
disturbing noises, etc.)
3.3.6

Interpretation of data
Apart from the question how we must interpret our obtained data, we must first consider what we may
interpret and what we may not.
When following the procedures of step-by-step plan, both quantitative and qualitative data are
assembled. Quantitative data give a good indication of how users deal with products only if we used a
decent number of test users. As mentioned earlier, Grissom and Perlman ( 1995) suggested four users to
be a minimum test group. Qualitative data can be interpreted independently of the number of test users.
Furthermore, since we do not have a normative scale accompanying our effectiveness- and
efficiency-data, we can only interpret results on a relative basis. Thus we can state that one product is
better than another. It would however be false to say that test results point out that a product is good.
Conclusively, we can interpret our measurements of effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction if
we tested enough users and we can compare our product to another product which was evaluated in the
exact same way. In case of stand-alone evaluations we can only try to interpret the qualitative
observations that were made.

In the to-be written evaluation report, the outcome of the evaluation must be discussed in terms of the
purpose of the evaluation. Questions such as "what do these results mean for the product under
evaluation" or "what can be concluded from the evaluation" can be posed. Future actions, taken on the
basis of the evaluation outcome, should also be presented here.
A complete overview of the structure and writing of a usability report is to be found in a step-by-step
plan. It is stressed that well structured reports will help evaluators focus on relevant outcome aspects. It
is that same standard structure that will enable future evaluations to be compdred with data in the
report. A complete overview of hypotheses, approach, and results is inevitable to allow for future
companson.
3.4

A PRACTICAL EXAMPLE OF THE USE OF THE STEP-BY-STEP PLAN

In this paragraph, we describe our experiences with the step-by-step plan in designing and conducting a
usability evaluation. The experiment, described in this example, aims at the usability evaluation of two
distinct interaction styles in the realm of consumer electronics applications. The first interaction style is
based on the traditional, radio-button style of operating consumer electronics applications using a
remote control. The second interaction style is a true drag-and-drop, Direct Manipulation style used in
the context of Graphical User Interfaces. The functionality of a Compact Disc Player was used as the
common application for evaluating the two interaction styles. The evaluations were conducted in order
to empirically underpin a newly developed model of interaction styles. We refer to (De Ruyter et al.,
1997) for a complete overview of this model and results of the experiment.
This report will use this experiment as the context for evaluating, in fact, the usability of the
step-by-step plan as an example of a manual for conducting standardized usability evaluations. The
design of this experiment was, whenever possible, constructed according to the step-by-step plan
procedures . However, since the experiment aimed at somewhat different goals (i.e., the validation of a
model of interaction styles, see above) than the straightforward usability evaluations of the step-by-step
plan, we were not able to bring in all of the step-by-step plan in the experimental development and
conduction. This shortcoming should be resolved in the future by validating the use of the step-by-step
plan in the context of two audio applications, that are compared in terms of their usability. For now, we
describe our experiences in this experiment with constructing task scenarios, selecting participants,
developing test materials, applying usability measures and developing an experimental design.
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Constructing task scenarios
As mentioned above, the evaluation is conducted with two types of CD-players: one based on a directmanipulation style (OM-style) and one based on interaction with a remote control (RC-style). Therefore
we have to construct tasks that both applications have in common, in order to make usability measures
comparable. Since total test time should be no longer than one hour, a trade-off exists between making
the collection of tasks too narrow (which limits the scope of the evaluation) and having too many tasks
(which takes too much time and possibly eliminates future applications that do not allow all the tasks)
to be compared with the applications currently under evaluation. We choose to evaluate a select number
of CD-player features, with a programming function called "FfS" 10 as central feature (other features,
as stop, play, etc. are necessary to operate FfS). Words from the task domain were used rather than
user interface related words, since the latter are different for both CD-players. The tasks went from
simple to more complex, describing only what had to be done and not how.
For each task sub-tasks were identified (figure 3.5). Those sub-tasks were described according
to their goal, pre-conditions, included actions, and post-conditions (see for example figure 3.6).
Scenario task name: nr.3
Description: Verwijder nu de twee laatst geselecteerde nummers uit het FTS geheugen. Luister of er nog
slechts 2 nummers resteren in het FTS geheugen.
Sub-tasks included:
Review FTS
Clear FTS tracks 4 (disc 4) & 5 (disc 4)
Scan FTS
figure 3.5 Example of task description with identification of sub-tasks

Sub-task name: Clear FTS tracks 4 (disc 4) & 5 (disc 4)
Application: CD-player RC-based
Pre-conditions: [FTS review displayed], [FTS mode on],
[FTS stored 1(disc2), 3(disc 1), 4(disc 4), 5(disc 4)]
Actions: [activate *forward* key], [activate *forward* key], [activate *clear* key],
[activate *clear* key]
Post-conditions: [FTS stored 1(disc2), 3(disc 1)]
figure 3.6 Subtask, identified by pre-conditions, actions, and post-conditions

A walkthrough was done for both CD-players in a somewhat different way from the step-by-step plan.
The step-by-step plan suggests the identification of potential errors, using a classification of omissions,
commissions, and extraneous errors (see paragraph 3.3.1, page 15). Since the evaluator did not cooperate in the development of the two CD-applications, he was a novice with both systems. While
practicing, major deficiencies 11 were written down and reported, until both CD-player simulations were
realistic and robust enough to start usability evaluations with test-users. In cases where developers are
the usability evaluators themselves, it would not be wise to let them do a cognitive walkthrough in the
form of practice with a self-developed application, since they probably know the ins and outs of their
product completely. It is therefore that the step-by-step plan delivers a classification by which
unforeseen errors can be identified.

Participant selection
An a-select sample of ten volunteers from the Technical University of Eindhoven (Netherlands) cooperated in our experiment.

10

Most Philips CD-players contain a programming function called Favorite Track Selection (FfS). Our tasks were
constructed for the evaluation of this FfS ·feature.
11

Deficiencies were often brought to light using the Philips ACE bluebook (De Vet et al., 1997) . This booklet specifies
user interfaces for audio products that were designed using cognitive ergonomic guidelines. In that way, designers are not
bothered with the translation from abstract guidelines into product specifications.
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Development of test materials
We made use of a Dutch version of the test consent form that is provided by the step-by-step plan.
Furthermore, participants were asked to read the instructions. These were available in two versions,
depending on the type of simulation (RC-style or OM-style) they were about to work with. Both
instruction forms contained the same instructions, but offered explanations for features only if those
features were available, according to the interaction style of the CD-player simulation (see De Ruyter et
al.(1997) for more details). The task scenario contained five tasks, which were printed in bold.
As mentioned earlier, there is no questionnaire available that is specifically designed to measure user
satisfaction for consumer electronics. The step-by-step plan suggests the use of QUIS, an instrument
that measures satisfaction on the domain of software interfaces. Therefore not all items of QUIS are
suited for the applications under evaluation in this experiment. Consequently, some items were left out.
In other cases the wording of the items has been changed. Consequently we did not use the normative
scales of QUIS to interpret our test data.

Using usability measures
Three usability measures are suggested by the step-by-step plan: effectiveness, efficiency, and user
satisfaction. User actions are scored by the experimenter. Another experimenter runs the test session and
records qualitative observations. However, in this experiment all user actions were registered by the
computer, and therefore only one experimenter was at place to run the sessions. Furthermore, all user
behavior was monitored from a control room, using video-camera equipment. Satisf1tction was
measured using a user interface satisfaction questionnaire. This questionnaire was based on QUIS 5.5 ,
but was adjusted for evaluation of the CD-player simulations.
Besides user actions, the total task time was also registered. This is the time a participant takes
to achieve the pre-stated goal of a task. In several usability evaluations, total task time is used to get an
indication of efficiency. Earlier we questioned this way of measuring efficiency for consumer electronics
(page 15). There are other reasons why time does not give a qualified indication of efficiency:
in this experiment, both applications make use of different interaction styles. The fact that total
task time will be longer for one application than for the other, is inherent for the use of different
interaction styles! In other words, measuring efficiency by comparing total task times is evaluating the
interaction style. Instead, we want to get an indication of usability for the applications as a whule.
It will be obvious that the number of actions will be related to the interaction style as well.
However, the minimal path of actions is related to interaction style too. Since efficiency was determined
by :
minimal path of actions for task i
total number of actions for task i
the nominator and denominator are both influenced by interaction style. These influences cancel each
other out. Efficiency, computed in this way, is measured on a relative basis. Instead, total task time
consists of absolute data, uncontrolled for style of interaction.
To illustrate the calculation of effectiveness and efficiency scores, we use the task example shown in
figure 3.5 . In the case of the RC-based CD-player this task consists of minimal 4 actions (actions of all
sub-tasks summed) in order to fulfil the desired goal. The OM-style CD-player has a minimal path of 3
actions for this task.
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As can be seen, task 3 is accomplished more effective for the RC-based CD-player than for the DMbased CD-player. However, users are more efficient in obtaining the goals of task 3 when interacting
with the OM-style CD-player. We can conclude that if users succeed with task 3, they succeed more
etficiently. One could question the value of this efficiency, since we argued the main value of
effectiveness earlier in this paper. Finally, we shnuld keep in mind that these outcomes can not be
generalized to comparison of the overall CD-players. We have just compared outcomes for a single
task. Equations for overall effectiveness and efficiency are shown in figure 3.2 and 3.4.
3.5 OVERALL CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE STEP-BY-STEP PLAN

The step-by-step plan is a framework that contains the minimal demands posed to a usability evaluation.
It can be used to obtain quantitative indications of effectiveness, efficiency and user satisfaction. Being
a standardized procedure, the step-by-step plan is suited to detect differences in effectiveness and
efficiency on a relative basis. It gives no absolute indication of "good or bad" usability. Furthermore, it
is the evaluator's responsibility to determine why outcomes are different for two applications.
Although the step-by-step plan is still a premature procedure, it proved to be a helpful foundation for
standardized usability evaluations. It leads a usability evaluator through significant steps of an
evaluation design, and lets the evaluator report outcomes in a structured, standardized way so that
results of single usability evaluations on the same application domain are comparable.
It should be clear that, besides user testing, the evaluator is assessing an application beforehand by
doing a cognitive walkthrough with that application. This is an important aspect of the step-by-step
plan, because major deficiencies of the product can be resolved before expensive user testing is
conducted. This however still leaves the need for user testing!
Since we wanted the step-by-step plan to be simple enough for use by non-specialists, we did not embed
the use of laboratory equipment (video equipment, computer software etc.) in the step-by-step plan
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procedures. This way field evaluations can be conducted as well. Although the step-by-step plan
procedures can be followed without the utility of computer and video equipment, using these tools will
probably comfort the observations and enhance reliability of the usability evaluation outcomes (with
regards to action capture). When automatic capturing equipment (i.e. computer) is lacking, it is very
important to develop clear definitions of what are user actions and what are not, and to stick with those
definitions during evaluation.
Although the step-by-step plan aims at minimal usability evaluations without use of advanced statistics,
evaluators might feel a need for more complex evaluation designs, that demand more extensive
statistical knowledge when interpreting data. For example, when evaluators compare applications using
within-subjects testing, information on possible learning effects should be available to them. Another
option is pointed out by Grissom and Perlman (1995): "Although skills and equipment required to
collect the [standardized procedure] data are minimal, a certain amount of data analysis skill is required
for any empirical evaluation. Evaluators with limited experience should consult a statistician for the
data analysis."
So far no user satisfaction questionnaire is available, that is specifically developed for the evaluation of
consumer electronics. Although the step-by-step plan suggests the use of QUIS, it might be clear that
this still leaves a gap between offer and demand. A new IPO research program is therefore started July
'97, in order to develop a tailor-made questionnaire for measuring user satisfaction with consumer
electronics.
Another conclusion can be drawn from our experiences in developing task scenarios. When conducting
comparative usability evaluations, results can only be compared on the basis of identical task scenarios.
Not only should those tasks be representative for an application under evaluation, but they should also
be applicable to all systems of that application domain. In other words, the features that task scenarios
focus on should be shared by both applications in order to be compared. Effort should be made to create
represe'ltative sets of tasks that are common for all systems of an application domain. For each
application domain (in our example, audio equipment), usability evaluators could then pick the tasks
suitable for their evaluation. At the same time they can be sure that these tasks are shared by other
similar applications. On the long run, if usability evaluatkms use identical scenarios and procedures, we
accumulate our knowledge on the relative position of a product in terms of its' ease of use. We might
even be able to develop normative usability data for application domains, so that we could identify the
"goodness" of a product.
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Personal experiences during IPO apprenticeship

A regular day at the IPO in Eindhoven started with a short one-liner from Arnot, a self-made preacher
(either highly intelligent or completely nuts) who found himself every morning in the railway station hall
praising the Lord by means of sharp, funny statements. A colleague of mine told me he was once
officially blessed by Arnot. In the four months of my apprenticeship I never made it that far. I did
however learn a lot about usability, software packages and computers in general, developmental stages
of design and human factors terminology.
Before starting my days at the IPO, I discussed the contents of my apprenticeship with my supervisors
Boris de Ruyter and John de Vet. From what I can remember, I noticed that I just couldn't come up with
any relevant questions that would contribute to the conversation. Clearly I did not understand all of the
wordings they used. Besides, I had the feeling that they were so involved in the topic at the moment, that
I would never keep up with the speed of their reasoning. As a consequence, I began my apprenticeship
without a decent framework: "What will things be like the next four months?" All I realized was that the
topic was (roughly) "methods and tools in usability evaluation" and that I would spent most of my time
reading literature. Lucky for me, it didn't turn out this way. That is, I did spend a lot of time sorting
through literature, but there was more work to be done ...
First of all I had virtually no computer experience at all before I joined the IPO. The step from a old,
rusty XT to a wonderful, shiny 386 (Heck, what did I know!) was a giant one for me. Boris, my
supervisor, took all the time that was needed to explain the basics of Windows, MS Access, SPSS, and
more. My roommates at the IPO -Wilma, Dunja and Gerard- were a big help as well in discovering all
about Microsoft Word. They had the amazing ability to explain things to me in comprehensible
wording. What you often see is that people who are relative experts in something, are unable to explain
things clearly: they always seem to skip a few vital details in their explanation. Well, not in room 1.31
of the IPO ! We really spelled it out for each other.
In the many conversations I held with IPO colleagues, I learned more and more of design terminology.
This makes discussions a lot easier to follow and intervene in. The great thing about an apprenticeship
at the IPO is that you get to speak people from other disciplines than cognitive psychology. That way
you'll see the things that might be obvious to yourself in a different light (I did, anyway). Related to this
it struck me that the people working at Philips Design reason from quite distinct perspectives than those
at the IPO, which is obviously aligned to the Technical University of Eindhoven. This is reflected, for
example, in the ways that evaluations are done: getting the big picture versus detailed scientific
research. I have to say I'm not sure yet what attracts me the most. I guess the two alternatives need each
other for best results.
In supervising me, it often occurred that Boris offered me lots of extra information whereas I only asked
for one reference. He taught me not just usability matters, but also other topics strongly related to the
Product Creation Process. For this I am very grateful. Boris tends to think three steps ahead of me,
which made conversations sometimes a bit unstructured, or hectic. Overall I sometimes had the feeling
that my apprenticeship focus points changed weekly, thus making it very hard to hold on to the big
picture. Looking backwards, I clearly see an ongoing line in my activities. I just wished I would have
seen it earlier, so that my activities could be more focused. Bottom-up research is inherently less
structured than top-down, so I better get used to this way of working.
As for the topic of my apprenticeship, I can say I'm very content with the accumulated knowledge on
usability evaluation methods and tools. Being able to specify the right method (or tool, for that matter)
for the usability evaluation at hand is of incredible value to me. Knowledge on this matter saves
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companies time and money. Chances are, a lot of usability evaluation outcomes do not elucidate the
information that was requested for. In other cases expensive evaluation designs are being developed
while standardized suitable usability tools can be applied. The information I gathered can hopefully add
knowledge to more cost-effective usability testing, which is an important issue for every ergonornist who
takes himself and his company seriously.
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Appendix A
(limited) overview of usability evaluation tools

This overview only contains brief descriptions of the tools as
they are included in the database. More information on
remainin~ tool properties (factors) can be requested from the
author of this report.

APPENDIX A - (LIMITED) OVERVIEW OF USABILITY EVALUATION TOOLS

Short description
The After-Scenario Questionnaire is an instrument for assessing user satisfaction during participation in scenario-based
usability-studies. It is named the After-Scenario Questionnaire because it is administered after each scenario. Lewis
(1991), who developed the ASQ, describes "scenario" as a collection of related tasks.
The questionnaire consists of three items, which are 7-point graphic (Likert) scales, anchored at the end points with
the terms "strongly agree" for l and ·strongly disagree· for 7. The term "Not Applicable (N/A) is placed on the right
side of the scale. The three items were selected on the basis of their content regarding hypothesized constituents of
usability. Lewis expects characteristics such as ease of task completion, time required to complete tasks, and
satisfaction with support information (like on-line help, system messages, documentation) to influence a user's
perception of system usability.
A preliminary study (Lewis, 1991) pointed out that there seemed to be a statistical basis for combining the three items
of the ASQ into a single scale. This condensation should allow easier interpretation and reporting of results when
usability evaluators use the ASQ. Lewis further recommends that the ASQ is executed in formal usability studies. While
it would be interesting to use the ASQ in a less formal setting, such as a mailed questionnaire or as an instrument in a
field study, results so far cannot be used as justification for such use. "If such a study is planned, it is important to
examine instruments as PSSUQ (Lewis, 1990), CUSI (Kirakowski and Corbett, 1988) and QUIS (Chin, Diehl and Norman,
1988)( ..... ) to determine if a more suitable instrument already exists."

APPENDIX A - (LIMITED) OVERVIEW OF USABILITY EVALUATION TOOLS

CREWCUT is an analytic tool for estimating the workload and it's consequences for system performance when users
are dealing with automated systems. The tool explicitly considers the workload strategies of human operators and the
consequences of overload for system performance. CREWCUT is aimed at the problem of estimating the
performance of conceptual systems. Various aids are built in that help the user estimate time and workload
parameters for tasks that have no real-world antecedents.
The main theoretical approach for this tool is that humans dynamically manage their workload to achieve
acceptable performance whenever possible. Only when these coping strategies fail in the face of excessive
workload, does performance suffer. CREWCUT integrates workload estimation algorithms into a system performance
model such that the performance consequences of excessive workload can be observed and quantified. The
workload estimation algorithms in CREWCUT are based on the theoretical framework known as the Multiple Resource
Theory (Wickens and Yeh, 1986). The algorithms consider three components of workload:
l . single task demands
2. cognitive interference
3. structural interference
Single task demand is the amount of "mental effort" demanded by a single task from each of six resources: visual,
auditory, spatial, verbal, manual and speech. Cognitive interference relates to time-sharing situations in which two or
more tasks must be performed concurrently. Competition for limited mental resources occurs in these multiple task
situations, resulting in interference between tasks and increased workload. Structural interference is based on the
assumption that cognitive interference is made worse by poor workplace design.
In summary, workload in CREWCUT is defined as the demand placed on each mental resource at any given moment
in time during the mission, given the degree of conflict or interference in resource demands at that moment. Each
time a new task is scheduled for execution as events occur in the simulation, a workload estimate is computed . Then
the computed estimate is comr>ared to an "overload" threshold that has been preset by the evaluator (further
assistance for this estimation is NOi given). If the computed workload exceeds this threshold, CREWCUT selects a
workload management strategy for the simulation to execute, based on task priorities and rules stated by the
evaluator. Six strategies can be chosen:
l. Perform tasks concurrently despite overload, but absorb a time and accuracy penalty.
2. Do not begin the new task that leads to overload (i.e. ignore it).
3. Modify the scheduled start time for the new task to coincide with the completion time of the ongoing task
(i.e. serialize).
4. Interrupt the ongoing task and accept the new task, resuming the interrupted task during a later period of
lesser workload.
5. Re-allocate the new task to another qualified, less busy crew member (collegue), again with some time
and error penalty.
6. Interrupt the ongoing task and re-allocate it to another qualified, less busy crew member, with penalties.
Thus CREWCUT recognizes that humans manage workload. It models the consequences of overload and
exercising a simulation with CREWCUT permits the evaluator to predict the magnitude of these
consequences in system performance terms.
Users of CREWCUT specify each display and control device in the control device in the crewstation, the mental
resources that each device demands, and the tasks that are performed on each device. The user also specifies the
three-dimensional locations of each device relative to the operator. CREWCUT then computes the angular
separation between devices and selects structural interference penalties (if any)to apply when two or more devices
must be accessed simultaneously by the operator during the simulation. By varying these workplace design
parameters over successive CREWCUT simulations, the evaluator can compare designs and evaluate their relative
merits.
CREWCUT has the following additional features:
. Unlimited operator simulation.
· Mission scenario. A scenario editor assists the evaluator in modifying the event drivers for the simulation.
· Effects of automation. The insertion of automation into the system can be simulated in terms of its effects on
the task network, task allocation, task timeand errors, workload demands, and workplace displays and
controls.
· Error modelling. CREWCUT provides facilities for explicit modeling of various common consequences of
operator errors.
· Micro-model assisted time estimation. CREWCUT contains a database of known human performance rules,
principles, and equations to aid the user in estimating task times in cases where test or SME data do not exist.
· Workload benchmark scales. CREWCUT contains a set of workload demand scales and a capability to
automatically recommend single task demand values, based on interactive dialog with the user concerning
task attributes.
The user interface of CREWCUT is menu-driven with both graphical and tabular outputs of performance and
workload predictions.
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DRUM is a software tool which supports video-assisted obseNational evaluation of usability. It's aim is to(a) help
evaluators organise and analyse user-based evaluations and (b) deliver measures and diagnostic data. A principal
goal in developing DRUM was to enable evaluators to deliver analyses of usability at a level which can form the basis
for evaluation reports which are comprehensible to people who make decisions about the development and
purchase of software and systems.
DRUM supports the management of data at the different stages of obseNational evaluation, from selection of users
to output of results. The tool supports the derivation of quantitative performance data and diagnostic data c oncerning usability problems and defects. The underlying principle is that evaluators obseNe, and -guided by a
method- identify events of significance to the analysis. DRUM provides a means of to record these in a time-stamped
log . Once any event has been logged, it can be automatically located on the video, and reviewed.
Both real time and retrospective logging of user-defined events as well as standard events are supported by
DRUM.The log itself provides a means of controlling the video (by "point and click"). It is possible to annotate events
rec orded in the log with comments. Rapid location of previously-logged events is enabled. DRUM is divided into four
modules, each supporting a different aspect of usability evaluation:
Evaluation Manager:
provides support for management of data through the various stages of obseNational evaluation. It gives
access to data about:
. Subjects - the people being obseNed in evaluations .
. Tasks - analytic schemes describing users'tasks and obseNable events .
. Recording plans - technical arrangements for capturing raw data.
·Evaluations - title and description.
· Video recordings of evaluation sessions.
· Logs of obseNed user and system activities, created using DRUM .
. Measures and metrics - calculated values for individual subjects and groups , derived from analysing
logged task performance.
· Reports of evaluation findings.
Sc heme Manager:
This module enables evaluators to add and edit their own further event types, and to create hierarchical
descriptions of the tasks to be performed by subjects during evaluation sessions. Evaluator-defined events
can be created, edited, renamed or deleted.
Recording Logger:
The Recorder Logger provides the functions needed to crecte and edit video-related logs of what is
obseNed . There are two sub-modules: The Recorder assists log-creation in real-time, while recording on
video; the Logger assists retrospective logging.
Log Processor
The Log Processor performs the calculationof performance measures and performance-based usability
metrics, including:
· Task time - total performance time for each task being studied (with a facility to substracting times when
the task is suspended).
· Snag, help and search times - measures of the time users spend having problems, seeking help or
unproductively hunting through a system.
· Effectiveness - derived from measures of the quantity and quality of task output, this is a measure of how
fully, and how well, users succeed in achieving their task goals when working with a system.
· Efficiency - this relates to the task time: it is a measure of the rate of producing the task output.
· Relative efficiency - a measure of how efficiently a task is performed by a specific user or group of users,
c ompared with experts, or with the same task on another system .
. Productive period - the percentage of task time not spent in snag, help and search . This indicates how
much users of a system spend their time working productively towards their task goals.
Results are displayed in numerical and graphical form, and can be saved in the database for grouping of data from
different subjects, for further statistical analysis.
EVADIS II is a method that takes the tasks, the user and the organisational context into consideration during the
evolution procedure. The components of EVADIS II are: (i) a questionnaire to evaluate the tasks, (ii) guidelines for
composing test tasks, (iii) a questionnaire to explore user characteristics, (iv) a list of test items, (v) a list of typical
.f.':J.0S:.t.Lona.l!!Y:_ (vi) a collection of test task examples and (vii) guidelines for writing the test report. ·---·--·-·-·------·--·
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The lsoMetrics inventory consists of seven scales and 90 items: suitability for the task (17 items), self descriptivintiveness
(14 items), controllability (14 items), conformity with user expectations (9 items), error tolerance (17 items), suitability for
individualisation (11 items) and suitability for learning (8 items).
lsoMetrics comes in two versions: a summative and formative version. The lsometricsS format (Short) is the summative
evaluation instrument. This version contains a five-point rating for each ot the 90 items starting from one
(predominantly disagree) to five (predominantly agree). A further category (no opinion) is offered to reduce arbitrary
answers of users. The lsoMetricsL (Long) represents the formative version. This version consists of the same 90 items as
lsoMetrics and uses the same rating procedure. In addition each user is asked to give a second rating based upon
the additional request: Please rate the importance of the above item in terms of supporting your general impression
of the system. This rating ranges from one (unimportant) to five (important) and a further category no opinion may
also be selected.
The modified Cooper-Harper scale is a ten-point unidimensional rating scale that results in a global rating of
workload. The rating scale uses a decision tree to assist the rater in determining the most appropiate rating to assign.
The Modified Cooper-Harper scale (MCH) was developed for workload assessment in systems in which the task is
primarily cognitive, rather than motor or psychomotor, and in which the original Cooper-Harper scale (Cooper and
Harper, 1969) may not be appropriate.
The earlier Cooper-Harper scale has been demonstrated as sensitive in situations involving a heavy psychomotor
component. It has been extensively used for evaluation of aircraft handling qualities and associated mental
workload. However, as systems become more complex and more automated, human operators tend to be used less
frequently as active control system elements and more frequently for their other abilities: Perception. monitoring,
evaluation, communications and problem solving. Clearly, the original Cooper-Harper scale was never intended for
evaluation of these forms of workload. Because the original scale has met with considerable sucess, questions
naturally arise regarding its use in other workload applications. Would it be possible to retain the form of the original
scale, yet modify the wording on the scale to reflect workload in other than psychomotor applications?
In 1981, Wierwille proposed a new scale which became known as the modified Cooper-Harper scale. The scale
retains the decision tree found in the original scale. However, all references to handling, pilot compensation and
controllability have been replaced by terms more appropriate to other human (cognitive) activities in systems. The
new wording involves terms as task accomplishability, errors, difficulty, performance and mental workload. The
modified Cooper-Harper scale was constructed in such a way as to increase the range of applicability to situations
commonly found in modern systems. In developing the MCH, effort was focussed on making the scale suitable for
three aspects of human activities: Perceptual, Mediational and Communications aspects, thereby increasing the
potential range of applicability. As already mentioned, the original Cooper-Harper scale can be used for most motor
applications.
In three experiments (Wierwille and Casali, 1983), the MCH scale ratings seemed to be a valid, statistically reliable
indicator of overall mental workload. While subjects were beeing asked to rate mental workload directly (thereby
implicitly making their own definition of the workload construct), rating scores increased in all three experiments
monotonically with the independent variable "workload".
The MCH developers point out the very importance of maintaining "good experimental design· in any workload
evaluation process. Subjects must be carefully instructed, they must have adequate practice, and they should
perform their ratings immediately after each trial or run. The instructions should contain definitions of important
terminology and the procedure that the subject should follow in making a rating. In particular, the instructions must
emphasize the use of the decision tree in the rating process. The instructions should provide statements that avoid
ratings biased toward one end of the scale or the other.
Concrete support to fulfill these demands is not given.
N.B. The MCH rating scale is printed in (Wierwille and Casali, 1983).
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The NASA Task Load Index is a multi-dimensional rating procedure that provides an overall workload score based on
a weighted average of ratings on six subscales: Mental Demands, Physical Demands, Temporal Demands. Own
Performance. Effort, and Frustration. A definition of each subscale is provided :
An earlier version of the scale had nine subscales. It was designed to reduce between-rater variability by using the a
priori workload definitions of subjects to weight and average subscale ratings. This technique (referred to as the "NASA
Bipolar Rating Scale'? was quite successful in reducing between-rater variability, and it provided diagnostic
information about the magnitudes of different sources of load from subscale ratings (Hart. Battiste. & Lester, 1984;
Vidulich & Tsang, 1985a & b). However, its sensitivity to experimental manipulations, while better than found for other
popular techniques and for a global unidimensional workload rating, was still not considered sufficient. In addition, it
was felt that nine subscales are too many, making the scale impractical to use in a simulation or operational
environment. Finally, several of the subscales were found to be irrelevant to workload (e.g., Fatigue) or redundant
(e.g., Stress and Frustration) For these reasons, the NASA Task Load Index was developed.
Some of the subscales from the original scale were revised or combined, others deleted, and two added. Three
dimensions relate to the demands imposed on the subject (Mental, Physical. and Temporal Demands) and three to
the interaction of a subject with the task (Effort, Frustration. and Performance). Although it is clear that definitions of
workload do indeed vary among experimenters and among subjects (contributing to confusion in the workload
literature and between-rater variability), it was found that the specific sources of loading imposed by different tasks
are an even more important determinant of workload experiences.
Thus. the current version of the scale (the Task Load Index) combines subscale ratings that are weighted according to
their subjective importance to raters in a specific task. Rather than their a priori relevance to raters' definitions of
workload in aeneral.
Software Checker is a tool consisting of 4 checklists for examination of ergonomic properties of software. It is applied
for the analysis of the capabilities of software to achieve the requirements.
The SUMI inventory consists of 50 items to wich the user responds on a three point scale according to whether the user
agrees, is undecided or disagrees with the statement. The normative paper which is provided with SUMI consists of a
table with each 50 questions normalized according to a wide range of software applications accross commercial
and academic settings. Two scoring cards are provided with SUMI and transform the raw data by mathematical
scaling . SUMI gives the evaluator a comprehensive analysis of the user's attitudes and perceptions towards a piece of
software. There are three distinct types of output from using the inventory in a software evaluation process. The
questionnaire consists of five sub-scales and a global scale. The raw scores obtained from the user are collated and
then converted according to the appropriate normative tables. The output is thus standardized with a mean 50 and
a standard deviation of 10. The scales are:
G!.QQQI: this is a highlv reliable and valid metric which gives a very accurate general view of the user
perception of usability. It should prove most useful in before and after type studies. in the development
process or in direct comparisons between packages. The global figure can he viewed as a very reliable
"temperature gauge" of usability as perceived by users.

Efficiency: this refers to the users' feeling that the software is enabling the task(s) to be performed in a quick.
effective and economical manner or, at the opposite extreme, that the software is getting in the way of
performance. For example the user should feel that work is being done without any extra mental workload
being imposed by the software.
Affect: this is a psychological term for emotional feeling. In this context it refers to the user feeling good.
warm, happy or the opposite as a result of interacting with the software. This sub-scale is conceived as
being to some extent independent of operational aspects and to be about plain feelings .
Helpfulnes: this refers to the users' perceptions that the software communicates in a helpful way aHa as-sist
in the resolution of operational problems. Mainly it refers to the messages and warnings given by the
software.

Qm!rQ!: this sub-scale refers to the feeling that the user has that the software is responding in a normal and
consistent way to input and commands. It should not be difficult to make the software work and its working
should be easily internalised by the user.
Learnabilitv: this sub-scale refers to the feeling that the user has that it is relatively straight forward to
become familiar with the software and that its tutorial interface, handbooks etc. are readable and
instructive
The Global scale is a general measurement of what may be termed 'user perceived software quality'. The five subscale measure users' perceptions of the under lying components of this global concept as identified by factor
analytic techniques from a large sample of users' responses. Each sub-scale therefore goes beyond the global
concept in its own specific direction.
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SWAT is a scaling procedure that has been developed for us ein an applied setting. Two basic principles have guided
the development of this technique: (i) the measure should be as precise as possible with minimum influence of the
collection procedure and (ii) a minumim of measurement constraints should be required. The SWAT procedure does
not make strong assumptions about subject's abilities to make judgements: scale development is based only on
ordinal information that is inferred from rankings or paired comparisin judgements. The SWAT scale was developed on
the basis of a minimal scaling method that also has face validity.

SWAT is build around three dimensions defining mental workload:
_· _(i) time load: time available and task overlap
_ _ (ii) mental effort: performing calculations. placing information in short
_ _term memory, retrieving information from memory, etc.
_ _(iii) psychological stress load: anything that contributes to an operator's
_ _confusion. frustration and/or anxiety.
As a scaling procedure. SWAT is designed to allow the meaningful assignment of numbers to individual's subjective
impressions of the mental workload associated with oerformina various tasks.
The SWORD technique uses a series of relative judgments comparing the workload of different task conditions.
Relative judgment approaches to subjective mental workload assessments are some what uncommon. The most
common techniques use an absolute estimation approach. That is: the typical technique asks the rater to assign a
value from an abstract workload scale to a task without comparison with any other task(s). Two popular techniques
(the NASA-Task Load Index and SWAT) differ in the number of dimensions, number of possible ratings per dimension.
and algorithm for calculating the final workload score. Using the SWORD technique to assess workload has three
main steps: (1) collecting the raw judgment data. (2) constructing the judgment matrices and (3) calculating the
SWORD ratings. Collecting raw data. After the rater has done all tasks. the standard procedure is to present the rater
with a rating sheet that lists all possible paired comparisons of the tasks.
Constructing the judgment matrix. On the basis of these ratings a judgment matrix is consi ructed. Each cell in the
matrix represents the comparison of the task in that row with the task in that column.The main diagonal from the
upper left to the lower right of the matrix, represents each task compared with itself and is arbitrarily filled with the
value one. Calculating SWORD ratings. From this matrix the ratings are calculated . In a n x n matrix n ratings are
produced: one rating for each task. Each task's rating represents its workload on a ratio scale (a scale with four
properties: scores can be identical. scores are ordered, a fixed interval separates scores and there is an obsolute
nulpoint) relative to all other tasks. The rating for each task is found by calculating the geometric mean for each row
of the matrix and normalizing the means. Associated with the calculation of the ratings, the matrix's consistency is
evaluated . In a consistent matrix there should be transitive trends among related judgments. For example: if task A is
rated twice as hard as task B and task B is rated three times as hard as task C then task A should be rated six times as
hard as task C. If such relationships exist throughout the matrix then it is considered consistent. A measures for
consistency (S2) is presented by Williams and Crawford (1980) and is listed in tables for critical values of S2.
The System Usability Scale is a low-cost usability scale that can be used for global assessments of systems usability. It is
capable of being administered quickly and simple. and is supposed to be reliable enough for making comparisons
of user performance changes from version to version of a sortware product.
The SUS is a ten-item Likert scale. which indicates the degree of agreement or disagreement with the statements on a
five point scale.The selected statements (assembled from a pool of 50 potential questionnaire items) cover a variety
of aspects of system usability such as the need for support. training. and complexity, and thus have a high level of
face validity.
The SUS is generally used after the respondent has had an opportunity to use the system being evaluated, but before
any debriefing or discussion takes place. Respondents should be asked to record their immediate response to each
item. rather than thinking about the items for a long time. All items should be checked. If a respondent feels that
he/she cannot respond to a particular item. he/she should mark the centre point of the scale. The SUS correlates well
with other subjective measures of usability (for instance. SUMI) and is freely available. Any published report should
acknowledge the source of the measure.

Appendix B
Test materials of experimental procedure

The following test materials were used in the experiment as
described in this report. An example of a preliminary step-bystep plan is also included. Its' guidelines were used in the
experiment.
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PARTICIPATIE FORMULIER
Het onderzoek waaraan u gaat mee werken, is bedoeld om te zien hoe mensen produkten gebruiken. Dit
helpt ons te begrijpen, hoe produkten in de toekomst verbeterd kunnen worden. Om dit te doen, hebben
we de hulp nodig van gebruikers, zodat we na kunnen gaan op welke manier mensen bepaalde taken
uitvoeren in de omgang met een produkt.
Het onderzoek betreft twee fasen. Daarom hebben we u gevraagd om, na het eerste onderzoek, op een
later tijdstip nog een keer terug te komen.
We vragen u om een aantal taken uit te voeren, die zometeen nader uitgelegd zullen worden. De taken
hebben betrekking op het gebruik van geluidsapparatuur. De taken zelf kunnen simpel of juist moeilijk
zijn. Ze kunnen interessant of wellicht ook saai zijn. Voordat we gaan beginnen, vertellen we u graag
zoveel we kunnen over het onderzoek en bijbehorende procedures, maar we kunnen u geen informatie
geven die de manier waarop u de taken uitvoert kan bei'nvloeden. Na afloop van het tweede experiment
beantwoorden we graag alle vragen die u heeft.
Taak omschrijving: Het experiment waaraan we u gevraagd hebben mee te doen, kent de volgende
procedure:
• U wordt gevraagd een aantal taken met een produktsimulatie uit te voeren.
• Probeer zo efficient mogelijk te werken.
• Wees niet bezorgd als u een taak niet volbrengt.
• Er worden na afloop van de test enkele vragen gesteld aangaande uw mening over het produkt.
Vragen: We zullen alle vragen die u heeft over de test beantwoorden, behalve informatie die de manier
waarop u met het produkt omgaat kan bei'nvloeden. Na afloop van het tweede experiment (op een later
Lijdstip) beantwoorden we graag uw vragen. We willen u met nadruk vragen, om het experiment niet te
bespreken met anderen die het experiment nog moeten doen, of enkel het eerste dee! van het
e::~eriment hebben gedaan. Dit zou hun prestatie kunnen bei'nvloeden.
Vrijwillige participatie: Hoewel het belangrijk voor ons is dat u het experiment volledig doorloopt,
mag u ten alle tijde het experiment voortijdig beeindigen als u zich ongemakkelijk voelt. We willen dat u
doorgaat omdat u wit meewerken, niet omdat u zich verplicht voelt.
Wat gebeurt er met de gegevens: De gegevens zullen verwerkt worden in een rapport over het produkt
I de produkten. Uw anonimiteit is gewaarborgd: gepubliceerde resultaten zullen op geen enkele wijze
vermeldingen geven die kunnen leiden tot de identificatie van onze proefpersonen.
Tenslotte willen we u met nadruk zeggen dat het produkt in deze studie geevalueerd wordt, niet u zelf.
Er is dus geen goede of slechte manier waarop u de handelingen uitvoert.

Hartelijk bedankt voor uw medewerking!
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INSTRUCTIES CD #1
U gaat een aantal taken uitvoeren met een Cd-speler simulatie. De Cd-speler bevat meerdere CD' s. Het
apparaat bevat een aantal functies die u misschien onbekend in de oren klinken. Daarom leggen we
hierover eerst wat uit.
FfS functie: FfS staat voor "Favourite Track Selection." Hiermee wordt bedoeld dat u de Cd-speler zo
kunt programmeren, dat deze de door uzelf uitgekozen nummers voor u afspeelt. Dit afspelen gebeurt in
de volgorde waarin u de nummers heeft geselecteerd. U kunt nummers van verschillende CD's
selecteren. De FfS functie is zo ontworpen, dat zij de door u uitgekozen nummers in het geheugen
vasthoudt.
CLEAR functie: FfS-nummers alsook het volledige FfS geheugen kunt u wissen met behulp van de
CLEAR functie.
REVIEW functie: Nurnmers die in het FfS geheugen geprogrammeerd zijn, kunt u bekijken door
gebruik te maken van de REVIEW functie. De Cd-speler laat dan zien (niet horen) welke nummers in
het geheugen zijn vastgelegd.
NEX'f & PREVIOUS functie: Met behulp van deze functie kunt u vorige & volgende nummers
selecteren die op een CD staan.
SCAN functie: U kunt van alle nummers uit het FfS geheugen een korte impressie te horen krijgen,
door gebruik te maken van de scan functie. De Cd-speler laat dan van elk geprogrammeerd nummer
ongeveer 18 seconden horen.
PROGRAM functie: Hierrnee kunt u nummers in het FfS geheugen programmeren.
STOP functie: Met behulp van de stop functie kunt u de Cd-speler opdracht geven de
onderbreken.

weergave ~te

Het is de bedoeling, dat u de taken doorloopt in de volgorde waarop ze op het pa pier staan afgedrukt.
Denkt u een taak voltooid te hebben of lukt het u niet een taak te voltooien, dan kunt u verder gaan met
de volgende taak. Houdt u strikt aan de opdrachten zoals ze in de taak staan omschreven.
Tot slot: veel luisterplezier!
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INSTRUCTIES CD #2
U gaat een aantal taken uitvoeren met een Cd-speler simulatie. De Cd-speler bevat meerdere CD's. Het
apparaat bevat een aantal functies die u rnisschien onbekend in de oren klinken. Daarom leggen we
hierover eerst wat uit.

FfS functie: FfS staat voor "Favourite Track Selection." Hiermee wordt bedoeld dat u de Cd-speler zo
kunt programmeren, dat deze de door uzelf uitgekozen numrners voor u afspeelt. Dit afspelen gebeurt in
de volgorde waarin u de nummers heeft geselecteerd. U kunt numrners van verschillende CD's
selecteren. De FfS functie is zo ontworpen, dat zij de door u uitgekozen numrners in het geheugen
vasthoudt.
De geselecteerde nummers kunt u vervolgens beluisteren. Natuurlijk is het ook mogelijk de
geluidsweergave af te breken.
Eenmaal geselecteerde nummers kunt u ook weer uit de selectie verwijderen.

Het is de bedoeling, dat u de taken doorloopt in de volgorde waarop ze op het papier staan afgedrukt.
Denkt u een taak voltooid te hebben of lukt het u niet een taak te voltooien, dan kunt u verder gaan met
de volgende taak. Houdt u strikt aan de opdrachten zoals ze in de taak staan omschreven.
Tot slot: veel luisterplezier!
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TAKEN
1

Ga na of er een FTS in bet gebeugen geprogrammeerd
is. Zo ja, maak deze programmering ongedaan.

2

Selecteer de nummers l(disc 2), 3(disc 1), S(disc 4) en
4 (disc 6) in bet FTS-gebeugen. Beluister vervolgens
een korte impressie van de vier nummers.

3

Verwijder nu de twee laatst geselecteerde nummers uit
bet FTS-gebeugen. Beluister de 2 resterende
nummers van bet FTS-gebeugen.

4

Beluister de geselecteerde nummers opnieuw, maar
onderbreek de weergave na ongeveer 5 seconden.

5

Beluister nu de eerste drie nummers van de derde CD.
Beeindig daarna de weergave.

- einde test procedure -
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COMPARATIVE USABILITY
EVALUATION
1
1.1
1.2

2
2.1
2.2
2.3

3
3.1
3.2

Preparation phase
construction of user task scenarios
Selection of users

Evaluation phase
Working with users
Administration of user actions
User Satisfaction Questionnaire

Interpretation phase
Focussing on comparable evaluation reports
Writing the usability report

This document offers a standard structure for t!":3 procedure of a usability evaluation. Both
quantitative and qualitative data are obtained by testing real users. Usability measures are
effectiveness, efficiency, user satisfaction. The eventual goal is to make usability
evaluations, that follow the structure of this document, comparable so that we could truly
state one application is better than another.
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1

PREPARATION PHASE

11.1

Construction of user task scenarios

I) LIST ALL FEATURES OF A APPLICATION TO EVALUATE

•

Keep in mind that the total evaluation time should not be longer than one hour

11) WRITE TASK SCENARIOS AND DEFINE ITS' TASKS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Write on the basis of all listed features
Define scenarios that cover multiple core features of the application under evaluation
Include tasks that are representative, important, or frequent
Put task scenario in a meaningful order for the user, e.g., perform easy tasks before hard tasks
Include at least one task whose complexity matches what users will typically encounter
For each task, list the sequence of actions needed to complete that task
Total time of completing all task scenarios should be no more than one hour
Use words from the task domain rather than user interface words (familiar instead of technical)
Describe what is to be accomplished, not how to do it

III) DEFINE ACTIONS WITHIN TASKS

•
•

Define each action of a specific task (describe for eacl1 dction what should be done)
For each action, define beginning and ending (pre-conditions and post-conditions)

IV) IDENTIFY POTENTIAL ERRORS

•

List as much alternative actions subjects could execute when carrying out a task of your task
scenario. This will help you when observing users and interpret the rationale for their actions

V) DEVELOP ACTION RANKING FORM

•
•

Let the person who will record the data develop an action ranking forms. Each task should be listed
here, and space should b~ left open for the observer to record the amount of actions per task.
Keep to your definition of an action!

VI) WRITE AN INSTRUCTION SHEET

•
•
•

Give an overview of what is about to happen in the evaluation procedure
Make a list on which the tasks of your task scenario are printed
Instruct the user clearly without the use of abstract language; use the language of the user, not that
of the application
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I1.2 Selection of users
I) NUMBER OF USERS

•
•

At least 3 users should be tested in order to obtain qualitative indications of usability.
If judgements are to be made with respect to effectiveness and efficiency, more users should be
tested (at least four or more)

II) TYPE OF USERS

•
•
•

All users should have the same level of experience in order to compare results.
Match users between evaluations. Users for both evaluations should be comparable.
Choose an a-select or stratified user sample. If we have no specific hypothesis concerning the
influence of user characteristics on the usability evaluation outcome, we should use an a-select
sample. This implies assigning users ad random to the evaluation design. If user characteristics may
very well influence the evaluation outcome, we use a stratified sample. For example, it could be that
products are designed for experts and we aspect that expertise will influence the evaluation
outcome. In that case we should use a sample consisting of experts only.
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2 EVALUATION PHASE
12.1 Working with users
I) USABILITY TEST CONSENT FORM

•

Let the user read and sign the consent form

II) AVOIDANCE OF INFLUENCING THE USER

•
•
•
•

Do not guide the user
Do not answer questions concerning the application usage
A void any bias when asking the user questions
Use wait times to gain extra information

I2.2

Administration of user actions

I) USE TWO TEST ADMINISTRATORS

•
•
•
•

One runs the session
One serves as primary data recorder (listing user actions)
Person running ~he session records observations
Only the session runner will ask and answer questions

11) LIST USER ACTIONS

•

Keep strictly to your definitions of user actions when listing their actions!

111) OBSERVATOR FOCUS POINTS

•
•
•

Look over your alternative-action notes once more before the test procedure takes place
Keep the evaluation goals in mind when observing, but give attention to unforeseen events as well
Some points of attention:
-How easily does the user determine the function of the interface?
-How easily can the user tell what actions are possible?
-How easily can the user determine the mapping from the intention to the physical movement?
-How easily can the user tell what state the application is in?
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IV) REGISTRATION OF INTERACTION CHARACTERISTICS

•
•

Describe potential influences that the evaluation assessor might have had on a user (For example,
by answering content-questions of the user)
Describe the environmental conditions in which the evaluation took place, such as use of computer
software, lightning in the room, disturbing factors like noise or system errors, etc.

j 2.3
•

User Satisfaction questionnaires

After completing all scenarios, let user rate the statements of a user satisfaction questionnaire
(QUIS 5.5 is advised)
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3 INTERPRETATIONPHASE
13.1 Focusing on comparable evaluation reports
•
•
•
•

Using a standard format will help for future use of the evaluation results
Well structured reports will help you focus on relevant outcome aspects
Complete reports allow replications of the evaluation procedure
Follow a content structure as listed below
A

INTRODUCTION
1 Purpose of the evaluation
2 Description of the users
3 Description of the application

B

PROCEDURE
1 Test users
2 Test materials
3 Method used

C

RESULTS
1 Effectiveness scores
2 Efficiency scores
3 satisfaction scores
4 Observations

D

INTERPRETATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

E

APPENDIX

13.2 Writing the usability report
I) INTRODUCTION

A) Describe the purpose of the evaluation
•
•

Include your research questions and hypotheses. What do you want to know by executing this
evaluation?
Will you execute a comparable evaluation or stand-alone evaluation?

B) Describe the users of the application
•
•

Who are likely to use the application?
Does the user population have specific characteristics?

C) Describe the application
•
•
•

Describe all evaluated features of the application
Describe the interaction styles of the application
Keep in mind that, when comparing applications, only those features can be compared that
both applications have in common. It is however possible to get qualitative data about new
features
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II) PROCEDURE

A) Describe test users
•
Did you use a stratified or a-select sample?
•
What were characteristics of your test users that you selected upon?
•
How many users were tested?
BJ Describe all test materials
•
A full description of the task scenarios should be given here
•
Describe tasks of a scenario and their action sequences
•
Describe your listing of potential errors users can make
•
Mention the use of instruction sheet and consent form
•
Give a short description of the user satisfaction questionnaire
C) Describe the method used for the evaluation procedure
•
Give an insight in which usability aspects were measured, i.e. some or all of the following:
effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction, qualitative observations
•
Make clear how they were measured
•
Describe the setting in which the evaluation was conducted
•
Describe the equipment assessors or users worked with during the evaluation
•
Report all possible influences that could not be avoided
III) RESULTS

A) Effectiveness scores
•
Make sure you tested enough users to predict task- or total effectiveness!
•
For each task goal, report how many users achieved the ~0al, and how many did not
•
Compute the according effectiveness score by summing all users that obtained the task goal,
divided by the total number of users
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effectiveness j

= -'-i=--''-n

n

=number of users in evaluation

(}ii

=success of task

•

j

for subject; (O=failed, !=success)

Total application effectiveness can then be computed according to:
k

I
effectiveness1o,
k

[effectiveness j J

j=I
= ____
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= total number of tasks
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B) Efficiency scores
•
Make sure you tested enough users to predict application efficiency!
•
For each task, compute the efficiency score by reporting the minimum number of actions
requested to achieve a task goal, divided by the number of actions a user executed on average
to achieve the task goal
•
Only count subjects who were effective in succeeding a task goal
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Total application efficiency is computed by:
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k

= total number of tasks

C) Satisfaction scores
•
Averaging the satisfaction score (for each dimension of a questionnaire; e.g. QUIS 5.5 has
five dimensions) of all test users, compute the mean satisfaction score for the evaluated
application
•
A mean satisfaction score gives no absolute indication of user satisfaction! Only by
comparison one can see which application satisfies the user mere than the other (the score
gives a relative indication)
D) Observations
•
Report what was observed, what was being said by users, what was done. Do not report
interpretations (yet), but report observations
IV) INTERPRETATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

In case of comparative evaluation:
A) Effectiveness
•
Compare outcomes of task effectiveness scores for each task
•
For each application, sum effectiveness-scores of those tasks that both applications have in
common(!), and divide the result by the number of these common tasks
•
Compare the resulting effectiveness-scores
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B) Efficiency
•
Compare outcomes of task efficiency scores for each task
•
For each application, sum efficiency-scores of those tasks that both applications have in
common, and divide the result by the number of these common tasks
•
Compare the resulting efficiency-scores
C) Satisfaction
•
Compare ratings of both applications on the user satisfaction scale
D) Observational data
•
Try to relate observations to your measures of effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction
•
Relate your findings to application requirements
•
Try to structure findings in order to make suggestions for future development

In case of standalone evaluation:
It is impossible to interpret results of measuring effectiveness, efficiency and user satisfaction until
another application is evaluated in the same way. However, it is possible to interpret observational data:

Observational data
•
Relate your findings to application requirements
•
Try to structure findings in order to make suggestions for future development
V) APPENDIX

•
•

All materials should be included
All raw data should be induded

